The capacity of the semideterministic discrete memoryless broadcast channel (SD-BC) with partial message sideinformation (P-MSI) at the receivers is established. In the setting without a common message, it is shown that P-MSI to the stochastic receiver alone can increase capacity, whereas P-MSI to the deterministic receiver can only increase capacity if also the stochastic receiver has P-MSI. The latter holds only for the setting without a common message: if the encoder also conveys a common message, then P-MSI to the deterministic receiver alone can increase capacity. These capacity results are used to show that feedback from the stochastic receiver can increase the capacity of the SD-BC without P-MSI and the sum-rate capacity of the SD-BC with P-MSI at the deterministic receiver. The link between P-MSI and feedback is a feedback code, which-roughly speaking-turns feedback into P-MSI at the stochastic receiver, and hence helps the stochastic receiver mitigate experienced interference. For the case, where the stochastic receiver has full MSI (F-MSI) and can thus fully mitigate experienced interference also in the absence of feedback, it is shown that feedback cannot increase capacity.
scheme achieves the capacity region of the SD-BC. Their work does not, however, provide a converse. 1 Generally speaking, P-MSI reduces the effect of selfinterference on the BC and hence enables more efficient communication (see, e.g., [4] ). More specifically, in the current paper we show that on the SD-BC P-MSI affects the capacity region as follows:
• P-MSI at the deterministic receiver can increase capacity if, and only if, one of the following two holds: 1) also the stochastic receiver has P-MSI; or 2) the encoder conveys also a common message (Remark 7). • P-MSI at the stochastic receiver can increase capacity (Remark 8); and this holds irrespective of whether or not the deterministic receiver has P-MSI or the encoder conveys a common message. To establish these findings we use our capacity result for the SD-BC with P-MSI. Of particular interest to us is the latter finding, which we shall use to design a feedback code for the SD-BC with or without P-MSI that can improve over the channel's no-feedback capacity.
Feedback on the BC was first studied in [10] , where it is shown that even perfect feedback does not increase the capacity region of the physically-degraded BC [10] . It was later proved that feedback can, however, increase the capacity region of several BCs that are not physically degraded [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] ; and achievable rate regions for the BC with feedback were established in [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . An intuition for the gain due to feedback is that feedback allows the transmitter to create a common message that is useful to both receivers [11] , [14] . Typically, transmitting one common message is more efficient than transmitting two private messages, because in the latter case the transmissions of the two private messages intefere with each other. In prominent previous examples where feedback increases the BC's capacitye.g., in Dueck's example [11] -the common message is built up of past noise symbols. It is not clear how the idea of constructing a common message using past noise symbols should be adapted to the SD-BC, which is the focus of this paper; one receiver of the SD-BC is deterministic, and hence it is not clear why information that is constructed only from previous noise symbols should be useful to this receiver.
In the current paper we show that-notwithstanding the above observations-feedback can increase the capacity region of the SD-BC (Theorem 17). To establish this result, we use the feedback to create an improved situation where the stochastic receiver has P-MSI. (As mentioned before, P-MSI at the stochastic receiver can increase the SD-BC's capacity.) More precisely, we use the idea that the encoder can create from the feedback a new message that is useful to the deterministic receiver and can be created (and hence is known) at the stochastic receiver. A similar idea was previously used by Wu and Wigger to construct a coding scheme for the general BC with rate-limited feedback [16] , though their work does not make the connection to the BC with P-MSI explicit. They use the scheme to show that feedback can increase the capacity of a large class of stochastically-(but not physically-) degraded BCs as well as the capacity of a class of BCs that consist of a binary symmetric channel and a binary erasure channel [16] . The argument is particularly intuitive for the class of stochastically-degraded BCs that satisfy that one receiver is stronger than the other: it is shown in [16] that for any BC in this class the encoder can create a new message that is useful to the stronger receiver and can be created at the weaker receiver, and that the encoder can send this message without reducing the rates at which the fresh message-information is transmitted.
Unlike the above class of stochastically-degraded BCs, on the SD-BC there is a tradeoff between the rates at which fresh message-information and the message that the encoder constructs from the feedback are sent. Hence-even with the results of [16] at hand-showing that feedback can increase the capacity region of the SD-BC is nontrivial. We show by means of an example that-with a judicious choice of the rates at which the fresh and the feedback information are sent-we can increase the overall rates at which the messages are sent to the receivers (Example 18). From this we conclude that feedback can increase the capacity region of the SD-BC.
As already mentioned, in [16] the connection between the coding idea and the BC with P-MSI is not made explicit. We make the connection explicit, and this allows us to readily extend our feedback coding scheme for the SD-BC to the case where the receivers have P-MSI. Using this extension of the feedback code, we show that if the deterministic receiver has P-MSI, then feedback can increase the sum-rate capacity of the SD-BC (Theorem 17). For the case where the stochastic receiver has F-MSI, we show that feedback cannot increase capacity, irrespective of whether or not the deterministic receiver has P-MSI (Theorem 19) .
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We conclude this section by introducing some notation. Section II describes the channel model. Section III contains the results for the SD-BC with P-MSI, and Section IV studies the effect of feedback on the SD-BC with and without P-MSI.
A. Notation and Preliminaries
We use calligraphic letters to denote finite sets and | · | for their cardinality, e.g., X and |X |. Random variables are denoted by upper-case letters and their realizations by lowercase letters, e.g., X and x. By X j i and x j i we denote the tuples (X i , . . . , X j ) and (x i , . . . , x j ), where j > i ; and we drop the subscript i = 1, e.g., we write X n instead of X n 1 . Sequences are in bold lower-or upper-case letters depending on whether they are deterministic or random, e.g., x denotes an n-length codeword.
By Q ∼ Unif [1 : n] we indicate that the random variable Q is uniformly drawn from the set {1, . . . , n}, and by S ∼ Ber( p), where p ∈ [0, 1], we indicate that S is a Bernoulli-p random variable. We denote the binary entropy function by h b (·) and its inverse on [0, 1/2] by h −1 b (·). A joint probability mass function (PMF), its marginal PMF, and its conditional PMF are all denoted by the same function p(·), with the exact meaning specified by the subscripts or arguments, e.g., p X,Y (0, 1) denotes the probability of the event (X, Y ) = (0, 1) and p(x|y) the probability that X = x given Y = y.
We denote the set of -typical length-n sequences defined in [17, Ch. 2] by T (n) . By δ( ) we denote any function of that converges to 0 as approaches 0; and { n } can stand for any sequence of numbers that converges to 0 as n tends to infinity. We shall use the following lemma, which is proved, e.g., in [18] :
Lemma 1 (Functional Representation Lemma): Given two random variables X and Y of finite support, there exist a chance variable S of finite support S that is independent of X and a function g : X × S → Y such that Y = g(X, S).
II. CHANNEL MODEL
We consider the SD-BC of transition law
where we assume that the channel-input alphabet X and the channel-output alphabets Y and Z are finite. Transmitting an n-tuple X n , the encoder wants to convey the message-pairs (M, M Y ) and (M, M Z ) to the deterministic receiver Y and the stochastic receiver Z, respectively, where M denotes the common message and M Y and M Z the private messages. We assume that M, M Y , and M Z are independent, that M is uniformly drawn from a size-2 n R set, and that for each ν ∈ {Y, Z} message M ν is uniformly drawn from a size-2 n R ν set. We study the SD-BC with P-MSI, and we thus assume that each private message comprises two parts, i.e., where
Note the extreme cases:
is achievable if there exists a sequence of encoders and decoders so that at each receiver the probability of a decoding error tends to zero as n tends to infinity. The capacity region is the closure of the set of all achievable rate-tuples.
We study the SD-BC with P-MSI in the absence and in the presence of feedback. In the absence of feedback, the encoder selects the channel-input sequence as a function of the triple (M, M Y , M Z ), i.e., X n = φ(M, M Y , M Z ). This setting corresponds to that of Figure 1 without the dashed links. We denote its capacity region by C P-MSI , and in the special case without MSI by C .
When there is feedback, it is assumed to be one-sided from the stochastic receiver Z only. (Feedback from the deterministic receiver Y is useless, because the encoder can always compute Y n from X n .) We consider perfect and ratelimited feedback. Perfect feedback allows the encoder to form the Time-i input also as a function of Z i−1 , i.e.,
Rate-limited feedback of rate R FB allows Receiver Z to transmit after Transmission i a feedback signal
to the encoder, and in turn the encoder can form the Time-i input also as a function of W i−1 , i.e.,
The rate-limitation implies that
The SD-BC with P-MSI and perfect feedback (rate-limited feedback) corresponds to the setting of Figure 1 when the dashed links transport the feedback signal Z i (W i ). Note that perfect feedback is more powerful than rate-limited feedback: any rate-tuple that is achievable with rate-limited feedback can also be achieved with perfect feedback. Rate-limited and perfect feedback are equally powerful when R FB ≥ log |Z|.
III. THE SD-BC WITH P-MSI
In this section, we assume that there is no feedback.
A. Capacity Region and Optimal Coding Scheme
Theorem 2 (Capacity With P-MSI): The capacity region C P-MSI of the SD-BC with P-MSI is the set of rate-tuples
for some PMF of the form
W.l.g., one can restrict X to be a function of (Y, U ). Proof: See Appendix A. In the following we sketch and discuss the proof of the direct part. The capacity-achieving code is described rigorously in Appendix A. Use Marton's code construction (see [17, Sec. 8.4] ) to encode the "common message-tuple" M, M The tentative code can achieve all rate-tuples
that for some PMF of the form (3) satisfy (2) and
Note that this achievable region differs from the capacity region C P-MSI of the SD-BC with P-MSI in that the rates R Z must also satisfy (4). As we show in Appendix B, the region is-in general-strictly contained in C P-MSI . 3 To get rid of the constraints (4) and hence achieve the entire capacity region C P-MSI , a fix is needed: the encoder must be able to convey more information about M Z . To this end we use the following code construction, which is depicted in Figure III -A for the setting without a common message. (In Figure III 
we generate a bin containing 2 nR (c) n-tuples v, which are drawn independently of each other and each from the PMF n i=1 p(v i ). (In Figure III 
Y on the right, and that for M
are superpositioned on the first codeword in the corresponding cloud-center-bin; the following 2 n(R Y −R (c) ) codewords in each satellite codebook are superpositioned on the second codeword in the corresponding cloud-center-bin; and so on. That is, the first 2 n(R Y −R (c) ) y-codewords are drawn according to the conditional PMF n i=1 p(y i |v (1) i ), where v (1) i denotes the i -th component of the first codeword in the corresponding clound-center-bin; the following 2 n(R Y −R (c) ) y-codewords are drawn according to the conditional PMF n i=1 p(y i |v (2) i ), where v (2) Figure III -A the uppermost row on the right, which is framed in red, and the uppermost row on the left, which is 
Y − 1, and the purple column represents the bin that is associated with m ( p)
Note that each bin comprises multiple subbins: one for each (3, 
Z − 1) is the "common message-pair" to which the depicted satellite codebooks correspond.)
To transmit the message-tuple (m, m Z , respectively, satisfying that (v, y, u) are jointly typical. It then generates the channel input X n from the product distribu-
Y jointly, while restricting attention to the column of the cloud-center that corresponds to the message
jointly, while restricting attention to the row of the cloud-center that corresponds to the message M (c) Y , which Receiver Z knows. 4 As we explain in Appendix A, the effect of binning the cloud-center is the same as that of rate-splitting (see Remark 22 ahead). If we were to use rate-splitting instead of binning, then we would not bin the cloud-center, but instead we would divide the messages M ( p)
Of these parts we would associate only M Z,c in the cloud-center. The benefit of binning the cloud-center is that it necessitates only one auxiliary rate: the rate at which the cloud-center is binned. In contrast, rate-splitting necessitates two auxiliary rates: the rates R Z,c , respectively. We next specialize Theorem 2 to cases where one or both of the receivers have no MSI or F-MSI, Table I illustrates to which. 5 These corollaries help understand when P-MSI increases capacity (see Subsection III-B). 
W.l.g., one can restrict X to be a function of (Y, U ). Proof: Let V be deterministic. In this case, and because R = 0 and R ( p) Y = R Y , Constraints (2c) and (2e) are redundant in view of Constraint (2d). Hence, (5) is an inner bound on the capacity region. That (5) is also an outer bound follows from (2a), (2b), and (2d). 4 It is well-known that, without a cloud-center, this scheme achieves the capacity region of the SD-BC without a common message and without MSI (see, e.g., [17, Secs. 8 
). 5 Corollary 3 ahead is only for the setting without a common message (R = 0).
Corollary 4 (F-MSI at Y): For each R
for some PMF of the form (2) and (7) are equivalent, and hence (7) is an inner bound on the capacity region. That (7) is also an outer bound follows from (2a), (2b), and (2d).
for some PMF of the form 
B. How P-MSI Affects Capacity
In this section we study how P-MSI at the receivers affects the capacity region of the SD-BC.
Remark 7 (P-MSI at Y): P-MSI at the deterministic receiver Y can increase capacity if, and only if, the stochastic receiver Z has P-MSI (R
In particular, the "only if"-direction implies:
where C denotes the capacity region of the SD-BC without MSI. Proof: The "only-if" direction follows from Corollary 3. The "if-direction" follows from Examples 9 and 10 ahead. More specifically, Example 9 shows that F-MSI at Receiver Y can increase capacity if Receiver Z already has F-MSI; and Example 10 shows that F-MSI at Receiver Y can increase capacity if a common message is transmitted. 7 Remark 8 (P-MSI at Z): P-MSI at the stochastic receiver Z can increase the capacity region of the SD-BC; and this holds irrespective of whether or not the deterministic receiver has P-MSI or the encoder transmits a common message.
Proof: Assume no common message (R = 0). By Corollary 3 the capacity region without MSI at Receiver Z does not depend on whether or not Receiver Y has P-MSI (R
, and hence we obtain from Example 9 ahead that F-MSI at Receiver Z can increase capacity, irrespective of whether or not Receiver Y has P-MSI. 8 Continuity considerations imply that the statement also holds with a common message, i.e., for some R > 0.
Example 9 (P-MSI Without a Common Message): Consider the SD-BC with binary input X and binary outputs
where S ∼ Ber( p) is independent of X, and where p ∈ (0, 1/2). Assume that the transmitter conveys only private messages (R = 0). Using the capacity results of Section III-A, we can characterize the capacity region of the SC-BC (14) for the cases where no receiver has MSI and where the stochastic receiver Z has F-MSI:
. As shown in [17, Sec. 5.4.2] , the capacity region C without MSI is the set of all rate-pairs
In particular, (15) implies that without MSI the sum-rate is at most 1, and that it is strictly smaller than 1 whenever 7 Continuity considerations imply that it is not necessary to assume F-MSI
, but that the statements also hold for P-MSI of the form R 8 Continuity considerations imply that it is not necessary to assume
For the case where Receiver Y has no MSI and Receiver Z has F-MSI (R ( p) (16) imply that the sum-rate is at most 1 but can also be 1 when R Z > 0. (16) imply that the sum-rate can exceed 1. From the above observations we see that the capacity of the studied SD-BC (14) satisfies the following two:
For the case where both receivers have F-MSI (R
1) The capacity region without MSI is strictly contained in the capacity region without MSI at Receiver Y and with F-MSI at Receiver Z.
2) The capacity region without MSI at Receiver Y and with F-MSI at Receiver Z is strictly contained in the capacity region with F-MSI at both receivers. Example 10 (P-MSI With a Common Message):
Consider the SD-BC with input X = (X 1 , X 2 ), where X 1 and X 2 are binary, and with outputs
where S ∼ Ber( p) is independent of X, and where p ∈ (0, 1).
In Appendix D we prove the following facts on the maximum sum-rate that is achievable on the SD-BC (17):
Let P u denote the set of PMFs p(u, x, y, z) ∈ P u that maximize the LHS of (18) 
Moreover, the largest common-message rate R F-MSI@Y for which the maximum sum-rate is achievable is
(Note that-by continuity and because the set P u is compact-the maxima in (18) and (20) are attained.)
The maximum achievable sum-rate is again (18) , and it can be achieved only if p(u, x, y, z) ∈ P u . Let P uv denote the set of PMFs p(u, v, x, y, z) that for some p(u, x, y, z) ∈ P u are of the form
The largest common-message rate R no-MSI for which the maximum sum-rate is achievable satisfies
We can use the above observations to compare R no-MSI and R F-MSI@Y :
where (a) follows from (21); (b) holds by definition of P uv ; (c) follows from (19) ; and (d) follows from (20). The comparison reveals that for the SD-BC (17) the capacity region with F-MSI at Receiver Y and without MSI at Receiver Z strictly contains that without MSI.
C. Intuition on the Results
In this section we provide some intuition on the results of Section III-B. To keep the exposition simple we consider only the case without a common message.
When a transmitter sends two independent messages over a BC to two receivers, then the transmission to each of the receivers is interfered by the transmission to the other receiver. Since the transmitter knows the two messages, it knows the two transmissions acausally and can thus partially mitigate the interference experienced at each receiver (see Marton's scheme [1] ).
Suppose now that a receiver has P-MSI. Such a receiver has partial knowledge of the transmission to the other receiver, and in general knowing interference at both the transmitter and the receiver is better (in terms of achievable rates) than knowing it only at the transmitter (cf. the state-dependent single-user channel with acausal state-information (SI) at the transmitter). Consequently, P-MSI at a receiver allows to better mitigate interference on the BC and hence to achieve larger rates. This provides some intuition for our finding that-in the setting without a common message-P-MSI at the SD-BC's stochastic receiver only can increase capacity.
In contrast, we have seen that-in the setting without a common message-P-MSI at the SD-BC's deterministic receiver only cannot increase capacity. Also for this result we can obtain some intuition from the single-user channel whose transmission is subject to interference. Indeed, if the single-user channel's outputs can be computed from its inputs and the interference, then knowing the interference only at the transmitter is as beneficial as knowing it also at the receiver. 9 Interference can be mitigated more efficiently if both receivers have P-MSI. For example, if both receivers have F-MSI (R 9 To see this, consider a deterministic state-dependent single-user channel W (y|x, s), whose output is a function of its input and the state. That the capacity of this channel with acausal SI at the encoder does not depend on whether or not the state is revealed to the receiver can be seen as follows. If the receiver does not observe the state, then the capacity is given by the Gelfand-Pinsker formula [19] 
then the transmitter can send the "x-or" of the messages M (c) Y and M (c) Z as a "common message" to both receivers, and each receiver can recover its message by first recovering the common message and then subtracting the message for the other receiver, which it knows. This provides some intuition for our finding that on the SD-BC P-MSI at both receiver's is better (in terms of achievable rates) than P-MSI at the stochastic receiver only.
IV. FEEDBACK ON THE SD-BC
This section investigates how feedback can be used on the SD-BC. The feedback that we consider is perfect or ratelimited, and it is only from the stochastic receiver Z. (Recall that feedback from the deterministic receiver Y is useless.) For simplicity of exposition, we assume that there is no common message (R = 0). But our ideas easily extend to the commonmessage setting.
A. Preliminaries: An Enhanced BC
Consider the enhanced BC with P-MSI of Figure 3 , which is obtained from the SD-BC with P-MSI by revealing the stochastic outputs {Z i } also to the deterministic receiver Y. It plays an important role in the feedback code that we present in the next section.
The capacity region of the enhanced BC is defined similarly as that of the SD-BC (see Section II). We denote it by C (enh) P-MSI , and in the special case without MSI by C (enh) .
Proposition 11 (Enhanced BC With P-MSI): The capacity region C (enh)
P-MSI of the enhanced BC with P-MSI is the set of rate-tuples (R 
. To see this, note that a coding scheme is reliable on the enhanced BC with P-MSI if, and only if, the following two conditions hold:
Y and the outputs Z n ;
Z and the outputs (Y n , Z n ). But these two conditions are which for U = Y (X, S) evaluates to max p(x|s) H (Y |S). If the receiver observes the state, then the capacity is S) . This, and the fact that the receiver can always ignore the state that it observes, prove the claim.
equivalent to the conditions that result when in 2) we require that Receiver Y can-in addition to (M
for some PMF of the form (24). From Proposition 11 and Corollary 12 it follows that on the enhanced BC P-MSI at Receiver Y only cannot increase capacity:
B. Coding Scheme With Rate-Limited Feedback
Assume that the feedback is rate-limited (see Figure 1 when the dashed links transport the feedback signal W i ). 10 We first describe our feedback scheme for the SD-BC without MSI at the stochastic receiver Z. Later, we shall generalize it to the case with P-MSI at both receivers.
The scheme has two phases: for some fixed α ∈ (0, 1), Phase 1 comprises the first αn channel uses [1 : αn], and Phase 2 comprises the remaining (1 − α)n channel uses [αn + 1 : n]. We next describe Phase 1 and Phase 2, beginning with Phase 1.
Phase 1: In Phase 1 the transmitter codes for the enhanced BC with P-MSI at the deterministic receiver Y at rates
At the end of the phase the stochastic receiver Z decodes its
Moreover, it compresses its Phase-1 channel-outputs and uses the rate-limited feedbacklink to send the compression index that it obtains to the encoder. 11 The deterministic receiver Y performs no action in Phase 1.
Phase 2: In Phase 2 the encoder transmits the compression index, which Receiver Z sent over the feedback link in Phase 1, along with fresh message-information. It transmits 10 Recall from Section II that perfect feedback is equivalent to rate-limited feedback of rate R FB ≥ log |Z|. 11 Receiver Z uses the feedback link only between the two phases, i.e., only at Time αn, and for every i = αn the feedback signal W i thus takes value in a size-1 set W i . This allows the Receiver Z to choose the Time-αn feedback W αn from a size-2 n R FB set W αn while guaranteeing that the ratelimitation (1) be met. By using B instances of the two phases, and by starting the transmission with sufficiently many instances of Phase 1, one could use the feedback link more evenly and (for B → ∞) guarantee that each alphabet
the compression index at rate R (c) Y and the fresh messageinformation at rates (R ( p) Y message that was sent to it in Phase 1. By (26a) and (26b) we can guarantee that the probability of a decoding error tend to 0 as n tends to infinity whenever Receiver Y can recover Receiver Z's Phase-1 channeloutputs Z αn . As we argue next, we can guarantee that-with probability tending to 1 as n tends to infinity-the latter hold whenever the feedback-rate R FB and the rate R 
Z ,R (c) Z ) satisfies (23). Indeed, Condition (26c) guarantees that-with probability tending to 1 as n tends to infinity-Receiver Y can decode Receiver Z's Phase-1 channel-outputs Z αn from its own Phase-1 channel-outputs and the compression index that is sent to it in Phase 2, and Condition (26d) guarantees that the compression index can be sent over the feedback link. To see this, recall that the compression index is sent in Phase 2, and that the rate R (c) Y at which it is sent is thus computed w.r.t. the (1 − α)n channel uses that Phase 2 comprises. Moreover, we can guarantee that-with probability tending to 1 as n tends to infinity-Receiver Y can decode Receiver Z's Phase-1 channel-outputs Z αn based on the compression index and its own Phase-1 channel-outputs Y n whenever the rate of the compression index-computed w.r.t. the first αn channel usesexceeds H (Z |Y ).
From the above we conclude that our feedback code achieves any rate-tuple of the form
for which Conditions (26) hold. A more detailed analysis of the scheme can be found in Appendix E. We can easily adapt the above feedback code to allow P-MSI also at the stochastic receiver Z, i.e., R
To this end we modify the code as follows:
• In Phase 1 the encoder codes for the enhanced BC with P-MSI at both receivers. • In Phase 2 the compression index that is sent to the deterministic receiver constitutes additional P-MSI at the stochastic receiver, i.e., P-MSI beyond the one that the stochastic receiver already had in the beginning. In Phase 1 of the adapted code the encoder thus codes at rates
and in Phase 2 the encoder sends fresh message-information at rates (R
and
The adapted feedback code achieves any rate-tuple of the form
Z ) for which Conditions (26d) and (28) hold.
The following proposition summarizes which rate-tuples our feedback scheme can achieve:
Proposition 14 (Performance of the Feedback Code): Fix any PMF p(u, x, y, z) of the form (24), and let (R
Z ) be any rate-tuple that-for the fixed PMF p(u, x, y, z)-satisfies (23). In addition, pick any rate-tuple
where the conditional entropy H (Z |Y ) is computed w.r.t. the fixed PMF p(u, x, y, z), and any nonnegative ratê
The capacity region of the SD-BC with P-MSI and rate-limited feedback of rate R FB from the stochastic receiver Z contains the rate-tuple
Our feedback code can be generalized along the following guidelines:
• To obtain a feedback code for the general BC, in Phase 2 one can replace the capacity-achieving code for the SD-BC with P-MSI by a "good" code for the general BC with P-MSI, e.g., by the code of [6] . • Instead of recovering Z αn losslessly, after Phase 2
Receiver Y could recover a lossy version of these outputs. 12 To allow for this generalization, the enhanced BC would have to be adapted so that Receiver Y does not 12 In particular, this generalization would allow us to extend the feedback code to continuous output alphabets Z.
observe Receiver Z's output but only a lossy version of it. In general, the capacity of such an enhanced BC (with P-MSI) is unknown; and hence the encoder would have to use a "good" rather than a capacity-achieving code for it, e.g., the code of [6] for the general BC with P-MSI. • Instead of partitioning the transmission into two phases, one could use a block-Markov framework as in [16] . In the absence of MSI, extending our feedback code along the above guidelines results in the feedback code of [16] , which-in the absence of MSI-is thus more general than our code. 13 Using Proposition 14, we next identify sufficient conditions for feedback to increase the capacity of the SD-BC. For simplicity we assume that the stochastic receiver Z has no MSI, i.e., that R 
Proposition 15 (Sufficient Conditions With P-MSI at Y):
Consider an SD-BC with P-MSI only at the deterministic receiver Y (R
and if, for some PMF p(u, x, y, z) of the form (6), Conditions (5) and
is in the interior of the feedback capacity region, and feedback thus increases the capacity region.
Proof: See Appendix F.
Proposition 16 (Sufficient Conditions Without MSI): Consider an SD-BC without MSI (R
and if, for some PMF p(v, u, x, y, z) of the form (3), Conditions (5) and
is in the interior of the feedback capacity region, and feedback thus increases the capacity region. Proof: See Appendix F. Proposition 16 is used in the analysis of Example 18 ahead (see Appendix G), which proves that feedback can increase the capacity of the SD-BC without MSI. In this analysis one chooses U = V , which turns Marton coding into the simpler superposition coding with no satellite for Receiver Z. There are other SD-BCs for which one has to apply Proposition 16 with full Marton coding, i.e., with U = V , in order to show that feedback increases their capacity (see Remark 25 in Appendix G).
It is perhaps surprising that Proposition 16 can be used to show that feedback can increase the capacity of the SD-BC without MSI: The boundary points of the no-feedback capacity region of the SD-BC without MSI are known to be achievable using only satellites but no cloud-center, i.e., with V = ∅. This notwithstanding, Proposition 16 relies on the assumption that one can achieve boundary points using full Marton coding with a cloud-center, i.e., with V = ∅ (see (34)).
C. How Feedback Affects Capacity
We use the sufficient conditions of Propositions 15 and 16 to show that feedback can increase the capacity of the SD-BC without P-MSI and the sum-rate capacity of the SD-BC with P-MSI at the deterministic receiver Y. (The assumption that the stochastic receiver Z has no MSI is made for simplicity.) Key to the proof are the following two observations: 1) P-MSI to the stochastic receiver can increase the capacity of the SD-BC.
2) The capacity of the enhanced BC (with P-MSI) is typically larger than that of the SD-BC (with P-MSI). 
The theorem follows from the following example, which we analyze in Appendix G:
Example 18 (Feedback Helps): Consider the SD-BC whose input is X = (X 1 , X 2 ), where X 1 and X 2 are binary, and whose outputs are Y = X 1 + X 2 and
where S ∼ Ber( p), p ∈ (0, 1) is independent of X. If the deterministic receiver Y has P-MSI (R As our next result shows, the setting where the stochastic receiver Z has F-MSI is different:
, even perfect feedback cannot increase the capacity region of the SD-BC.
Proof: See Appendix H. From Theorems 17 and 19 it follows that whether feedback can increase the capacity of the SD-BC with P-MSI depends on the P-MSI. Of course, it also depends on the SD-BC. The following is an example of an SD-BC-which does not consists of two noninterfering single-user channels and is neither deterministic nor physically-degraded-whose capacity without MSI at the stochastic receiver Z cannot be increased by feedback, irrespective of whether or not the deterministic receiver Y has P-MSI. The example is analyzed in Appendix I.
Example 20 (Also Without MSI at Z, Feedback Can be Useless): Consider the SD-BC with input X ∈ X and outputs
where S ∼ Ber( p) is independent of X, where p ∈ (0, 1), and where ? / ∈ X . Letp = 1 − p and
For the case where the stochastic receiver Z has no MSI (R
for some PMF p(u, x, y, z) of the form (6) under which X is a function of (Y, U ). Further, we show that this holds also in the presence of feedback. These observations imply that feedback cannot increase the capacity region of the considered SD-BC without MSI at Receiver Z.
D. Strictly Causal SI on the State-Dependent SD-BC
In this section we consider the state-dependent SD-BC, whose transition law is governed by an IID state-sequence of finite support S, i.e.,
We study how strictly-causal SI at the encoder affects the capacity of this channel. Because the setting with strictlycausal SI at the encoder is related to that with feedback, for the state-dependent SD-BC with strictly-causal SI at the encoder we can easily obtain results that are equivalent to those of Theorems 17 and 19 for the SD-BC with feedback.
Theorem 21 (Strictly-Causal SI): Consider the statedependent SD-BC Proof: The Functional Representation lemma (Lemma 1) allows us to view the state-less SD-BC W (y, z|x) as a statedependent SD-BC W (y, z|x, s) whose stochastic output Z can be computed from its input and state. If the state is revealed strictly-causally to the encoder, then the encoder can compute Receiver Z's past channel outputs from the past states and channel inputs, and hence feedback cannot be better than strictly-causal SI. Consequently, the first two claims of the theorem follow as a corollary to Theorem 17.
If the stochastic receiver Z has no MSI (R
( p) Y = R Y ),
then, irrespective of whether or not the deterministic receiver Y has P-MSI (R
The last claim of the theorem (i.e., that if Receiver Z has F-MSI (R 
where v(k) denotes the n-tuple labelled by k, and place them in a bin B(m,
independently of each other and each from the product distribution n i=1 p(y i |v i ), and label them by
where y(k, ) denotes the -th n-tuple corresponding to v(k). Randomly allocate the 2 nR Y n-tuples to
Y . Similarly, for each n-tuple v draw 2 n(R Z −R (c) ) n-tuples u ∈ U n independently of each other and each from the product distribution n i=1 p(u i |v i ), and label them by j ∈ [1 : 2 n(R Z −R (c) ) ], where u(k, j ) denotes the j -th n-tuple u corresponding to v(k). Randomly allocate the 2 nR Z n-tuples to 2 n R ( p)
, then the encoder draws the length-n channel-input-sequence X n from the product distribution n i=1 p(x i |y i , u i ). Otherwise the encoding is unsuccessful.
3
Z ) contains an n-tuple u satisfying (u, Z n ) ∈ T (n) (U, Z ). Otherwise it declares an error.
4) Analysis of the Error Probability:
We first analyze the probability that the encoding is unsuccessful. By symmetry, this probability does not depend on the messages' realizations, and we thus assume w.l.g. that M = M For ease of notation, let B = B(1, 1, 1) , (1, 1, 1, 1) , and B Z = B Z (1, 1, 1, 1) . Note that the encoder can choose one out of
The encoding is unsuccessful if N = 0. As in the proof of the mutual covering lemma [17, Lemma 8.1], we obtain from Chebyshev's inequality that
To conclude that-on average over the realization of the code-the encoding is with high probability successful, it thus suffices to show that
and note that
where we used that E k, , j E k, , j = E k, , j . If k = k , then E k, , j and E k , , j are independent and
If k = k , = , and j = j , then
where (a) holds because ½ y(k, )∈B Y , ½ u(k, j )∈B Z , ½ y(k, )∈B Y , and ½ u(k, j )∈B Z are independent of each other and of T k, , j T k, , j , and because
and where (b) holds because of the properties of typical sequences. (Recall that δ(·) denotes any function of that converges to 0 as approaches 0.) If k = k , = , and j = j , then 
Finally, if k = k , j = j , and = , then 
where (a) is true because ½ y(k, )∈B Y and ½ u(k, j )∈B Z are independent of each other and of T k, , j ; and where (b) holds for all sufficiently-large n by the properties of typical sequences. This proves that-on average over the realization of the codethe probability that the encoding is unsuccessful converges to 0 as n tends to infinity whenever
Suppose now that the encoding was successful. Under this assumption, we next analyze the probability that the decoding is unsuccessful. Because Receiver Y observes the n-tuple y that the encoder selected, and because
Hence, the pair (M, M Y ) satisfies the decoding requirements. Moreover, for all sufficiently-large n it holds with high probability that (U n , Z n ) ∈ T (n) (P U,Z ), and hence that the pair (M, M Z ) satisfies the decoding requirements. From this we conclude that we need to worry only about the event that also other message-
satisfy the decoding requirements. For Receiver Y this can happen if an n-tuple y that corresponds to the same length-n sequence v as Y n satisfies the decoding requirements, or if an n-tuple y that corresponds to a different length-n sequence v than Y n satisfies the decoding requirements; and similarly for Receiver Z. Hence, by the properties of typical sequences, the probability that the decoding is unsuccessful converges to 0 as n tends to infinity ifR
Now let and˜ tend to 0. Then, also δ( ) and δ(˜ ) tend to 0, and hence we conclude that a rate-tuple
A Fourier-Motzkin elimination reveals that the above inequalities hold if the rate-tuple (R, R
At first sight, it is perhaps surprising that we bin the cloud-center. As the following remark shows, this is simply an equivalent alternative to rate-splitting. The benefit is that binning the cloud-center requires only one auxiliary rate, namelyR (c) , whereas rate-splitting requires two auxiulary rates, namely one for each rate R Y,s and 2 n R ( p) Z,s instead of 2 n R ( p) Y and 2 n R ( p) Z bins, respectively. To see that binning the cloud-center is tantamount to ratesplitting, note that with rate-splitting we generate 2 n(R ( p)
in the rate-splitting code withR (c) in the code where we also bin the cloud-center. Moreover, associating every cloudcenter v that corresponds to some triple (m,
Z,c ) and allocating the satellites y and u to 2 n R ( p) Y,s and 2 n R ( p) Z,s bins, respectively, is tantamount to not associating the cloud-center with anything while allocating the satellites y and u to 2 n R ( p) Y and 2 n R ( p) Z bins, respectively. From these observations it follows that the only difference between binning the cloud-center and rate-splitting is that for the latterR (c) = R 
Z , m (c) Z ); and this cannot be better than having for each message-tuple a different cloud-center.
B. Converse
Let Q ∼ Unif[1 : n] be independent of (M, M Y , M Z ), and introduce
Note that V , U , X, and (Y, Z ) form a Markov chain in that order, i.e., that their PMF is of the form (3). The rate of the message-pair
where (a) follows from Fano's inequality; (b) follows from the chain-rule and the independence of (M, M Y ) and M (c) Z ; and (c) holds because conditional entropy is nonnegative and conditioning cannot increase entropy.
The rate of the message-pair (M, M Z ) intended to Receiver Z satisfies
where (a) follows from Fano's inequality; (b) holds because of the chain-rule and because (M, M Z ) and M (c) Y are independent; and (c) is true because conditioning cannot increase entropy.
We prove the sum-rate constraints using Csiszár's sumidentity, which states that, for every tuple (A n , B n , T ), A n , B n , T ) . The first sum-rate constraint that we prove is that
where ( 
where (a) follows from Fano's inequality; (b) holds because of the chain-rule and because M, M
Z , and M (c) Z are independent; (c) follows from the chain-rule; (d) is obtained by using Csiszár's sum-identity twice and by using that mutual information is nonnegative; (e) holds because conditional entropy is nonnegative; and ( f ) follows from (59). Our last sum-rate constraint is that
where ( So far, we have shown that the set of rate-tuples satisfying (2) for some PMF of the form (3) is an outer bound on the capacity region of the SD-BC with P-MSI. To conclude, it remains to establish that we can w.l.g. restrict X to be a function of (Y, U ). To this end we note that, by the Functional Representation lemma (Lemma 1), there exists someÛ that is of finite support and independent of (Y, U ) for which X is a function of (Y, U,Û ). Further, we note that the RHS of each constraint in (2) is either unaffected or increases if we replace U by the pair (U,Û ). From this we conclude that we can w.l.g. restrict X to be a function of (Y, U ).
APPENDIX B BINNING THE CLOUD-CENTER (OR RATE-SPLITTING)
IS NECESSARY TO ACHIEVE THE CAPACITY  REGION OF THEOREM 2 Throughout this section, we consider the case where the encoder conveys only private messages (R = 0). We show that with a coding scheme as in Appendix A-A but where the cloud-center is not binned, we cannot-in generalachieve the capacity region C P-MSI of the SD-BC with P-MSI. Recall from the proof-sketch after Theorem 2 that-without binning the cloud-center-we can achieve every rate-tuple (2) and (4) for some PMF p(v, u, x, y, z) of the form (3). Moreover, we can show that w.l.g. we can restrict X to be a function of (Y, U ) (this follows from the Functional Representation lemma (Lemma 1); a similar argument can be found in Appendix A-B). Note that the rate-region that can be achieved without binning the cloudcenter is contained in the capacity region C P-MSI of the SD-BC with P-MSI. As the following example shows, the containment can be strict:
Example 23 (Binning the Cloud-Center): Consider the SD-BC with binary input X and binary outputs Y = X and
where S ∼ Ber( p), p ∈ [0, 1] is independent of X, and assume that the encoder conveys only private messages (R = 0). By Corollary 5 (with X ∼ Ber(1/2)) the capacity region C P-MSI with F-MSI at the stochastic receiver Z (R
This implies that, irrespective of p ∈ [0, 1], we can achieve the rate-tuple
As we argue shortly, if we do not bin the cloud-center, then we can achieve the rate-tuple (82) only in the degenerate cases where p ∈ {0, 1}. This implies that, for every p ∈ (0, 1), if we do not bin the cloud-center, then we can achieve only a strict subset of the capacity region. We next show that, if we do not bin the cloud-center, then we can achieve the rate-tuple (82) only in the degenerate cases where p ∈ {0, 1}. To this end recall thatwithout binning the cloud-center-the achievable rate-tuples
Z ) are the ones that satisfy (2) and (4) for some PMF p (v, u, x, y, z) of the form (3), and where one can w.l.g. restrict X to be a function of (Y, U ). Fix some PMF p (v, u, x, y, z) of the form (3) that satisfies that X is a function of (Y, U ), and assume that p > 0. As we argue shortly, (2c) implies that, for every p ∈ (0, 1], at least one of the following two holds:
Moreover, it follows from (4b) that
where (a) is (4b); (b) holds because S is a function of Z ; (c) holds because S is independent of (V, U ); and (d) follows from (80). From (83) and (87) it follows that, for every p ∈ (0, 1], at least one of the following two holds:
Consequently, for every p
Z must be strictly smaller than 1. In particular, this implies that if we do not bin the cloud-center, then we can achieve the rate-
To conclude, it remains to show that, for every p ∈ (0, 1], (2c) implies (83). To this end we observe from (2c) that
where (a) is (2c); (b) follows from (102) in the proof of Corollary 5, which can be found in Appendix C; (c) holds because Y = X; and (d) holds because X is binary. Note that (92) can hold with equality only if the following two equalities hold
Indeed, Inequality (d) in the derivation of (102) holds with equality only if (93) holds, and hence Inequality (b) in the derivation of (92) holds with equality only if (93) holds. Note that
where (a) holds because Y = X; and (b) follows from (80).
We are now ready to conclude the proof of our claim that, for every p ∈ 
APPENDIX C PROOF OF COROLLARY 5
For U = X and V = Y the constraints in (2) and (9) are equivalent. Hence, (9) is an inner bound on the capacity region. We next argue that (9) is also an outer bound on the capacity region. To this end fix any PMF of the form (3) satisfying that X is a function of (Y, U ). By (3) U , X, and Z form a Markov chain in that order, and hence
Moreover,
where (a) follows from the chain-rule and the fact that, by (3), V , U , and Y form a Markov chain in that order; (b) holds because X is a function of (Y, U ) and because, by (3), U , X, and Z form a Markov chain in that order; (c) holds because
where we used that X is a function of (Y, U ); (d) holds because mutual information is nonnegative and because conditioning cannot increase entropy; (e) follows from the chainrule; and ( f ) holds because Y is a function of X, because X is a function of (Y, U ), and because of the chain-rule. From (2a), (2b) and (96), as well as (2c) and (102) we conclude that (9) is an outer bound on the capacity region.
APPENDIX D ANALYSIS OF EXAMPLE 10
The capacity region is given in Corollary 4, and it is not hard to see that the maximum achievable
In the proof of Example 18 (see Equations (135)-(137) in Appendix G), the RHS of (104) is shown to equal the RHS of (18) . Further, it is shown that every PMF p(u, x, y, z) ∈ P u satisfies (19) . Finally, we obtain (20) by examining (7) .
By Theorem 2 the capacity region is the set of rate-tuples
for some PMF p(v, u, x, y, z) of the form (3). From (105d) we see that the maximum achievable sumrate cannot be larger than the maximum sum-rate in (104), and that it can be achieved only if p(u, x, y, z) ∈ P u . If we set R = 0 (no common message) and let V be deterministic, then we see that (104) is achievable, and hence we obtain that (104) is the maximum achievable sum-rate. Finally, (21) follows from (105e), because the maximum achievable sum-rate is (104).
APPENDIX E PROOF OF PROPOSITION 14
We assume that R (c) Y > 0, because otherwise the statement is obvious. We will show that the error probability of the described code with rate-limited feedback converges to zero as the blocklength approaches infinity. To this end we introduce the following three error events: Using these error events, we can upper-bound the code's error probability by
To show that the code's error probability converges to zero, we will show that each term on the RHS of (110) converges to zero. For the third term we have
Also, because Event E c 2 occurs only if Receiver Y recovers the correct compression index, and because a compression index of rate H (Z |Y ) is enough for Receiver Y to recover Z αn using also the side-information Y αn , the second term satisfies
Finally, we note that the first term satisfies
where we used (30) and that (R
accounts for the αn H (Z |Y ) compression bits from Phase 1 that have to be sent during the (1 −α)n channel uses that Phase 2 comprises.)
APPENDIX F PROOF OF PROPOSITIONS 15 AND 16
Before we prove Propositions 15 and 16, we sketch our proof of Proposition 15. A first step in the proof is to note that-under the conditions stated in Proposition 15-it is possible to identify a rate-triple (R ( p)
Z ) that satisfies the following two:
Z ) lies on the boundary of the nofeedback capacity region C of the SD-BC without MSI and in the interior of the capacity region C enh of the enhanced BC without MSI.
2) There exists a strictly-positive rate
is contained in C P-MSI . As we argue next, the above conditions guarantee that, irrespective of R FB > 0, the feedback code of Section IV-B achieves a rate-tuple outside the no-feedback capacity region C of the SD-BC without MSI. By Remark 7 C is also the no-feedback capacity region of the SD-BC with P-MSI at Receiver Y only, and hence it follows that the conditions in Proposition 15 are sufficient for feedback to increase the capacity region of the SD-BC with P-MSI at Receiver Y only. It remains to show that the feedback code of Section IV-B achieves a rate-tuple outside the no-feedback capacity region C . Condition 1 guarantees that in Phase 1 of the feedback code, when the encoder codes for the enhanced BC, message information can be sent at rates (R Y , 0,R
Recall that the deterministic receiver Y needs resolution information to decode its Phase-1 message. Condition 2 guarantees that in Phase 2 of the feedback code the encoder can send the required resolution information at rate R (c) Y and, simultaneously, fresh message-information at rates (R ( p)
. Specifically, Proposition 14 implies that, for every sufficientlysmall α, the rate-tuple
lies on the boundary of the no-feedback capacity region C , we conclude from (115) that the rate-tuple (116) is not achievable without feedback. This proves that the feedback code of Section IV-B achieves a rate-tuple outside the no-feedback capacity region C .
The proof of Proposition 16 is similar: the main difference is that we set R (c)
We next provide the details of the proof of Propositions 15 and 16. We shall use the following lemma:
then there exists some positive rate R (c)
If R 
Z , 0) that satisfies the following three conditions:
Hence, we find that the sum-rate capacity is obtained by evaluating the RHS of (135) for the choice (136), and that every PMF p(u, x, y, z) of the form (6) that achieves the maximum sum-rate must satisfy the following two:
where R * Z is the maximum rate R Z for which we can achieve the sum-rate capacity without MSI.
We
To this end we first show that R Y (R Z ) + R Z is strictly decreasing in R Z . Indeed, because C is convex we have for all
where the last inequality holds because R Y (R Z ) + R Z is maximum if R Z = R * Z and strictly smaller than its maximum if R Z > R * Z . As we argue next, each pair
for some PMF p(u, x, y, z) of the form (6) . Note that the claim holds for R Z = R * Z , and hence we assume that R * Z < R Z . Because R Y (R Z ), R Z ∈ ∂C , Corollary 3 implies that for some PMF p(u, x, y, z) of the form (6) we must have
For contradiction, assume that R Z < I (U ; Z ). Then,
where (a) holds for α = I (U ;
and because the capacity region is convex; and
This is a contradiction, and hence the claim follows.
From (134), (135), and (141) we obtain that each pair
This can also be written as
where we used that 
where R (u) Z =p 1 − h b ( p 2 (u)) . Note that R (u) Z can assume any value in [0,p] depending on p 2 (u) ∈ [0, 1/2]. Since h b (·) is strictly increasing and strictly concave on [0, 1/2], its inverse h −1 b (·) is strictly increasing and strictly convex on [0, 1]. In particular, this implies that the mapping
is strictly concave on [0, 1]. Recalling that R Y (R Z ) is the maximum rate R Y that is achievable for a given R Z , we thus obtain from Jensen's inequality that for each u ∈ U 0 satisfying that p(u) > 0 we must have R
With (151) at hand, we next argue that for p > 1/2 there exists some rate-pair R Y (R Z ), R Z with R Z <p satisfying that (5) (3), this is almost enough to conclude from Proposition 16 that feedback increases the capacity region without MSI: once we have established the claim, all that remains to be shown is that the identified ratepair satisfies For this choice we have
Moreover, it holds that
and from (154a) we thus obtain
Note that for all p 2 (u) ∈ 0, 1/(1 + 2 1/ p ) we have
Moreover, if p > 1/2, then we obtain for p 2 (u) = 0 that
Since I (U ; Y ) and I (U ; Z ) are continuous in p 2 (u), this implies that there exists an open interval (0, κ) ⊂ 0, 1/(1 + 2 1/ p ) for which
Indeed, this implies our claim: for p > 1/2 there exists a ratepair R Y (R Z ), R Z with R Z <p for which (5) and (34) of Proposition 16 hold for some PMF p(u, x, y, z) of the form (6) and for V = U . As we argue next, to conclude the analysis of Example 18 it now suffices to show that on the enhanced BC R Y (R Z ), R Z ∈ C enh \ ∂C enh holds for all R Z ∈ [R * Z ,p). Indeed, we already showed that this is enough to conclude from Proposition 16 that feedback increases the capacity region without MSI. It is, moreover, enough to conclude from Proposition 15 that feedback increases the sum-rate capacity with P-MSI at Receiver Y, because R Y (R * Z ), R * Z is in ∂C and satisfies (5) and (32) for some PMF of the form (6), where we used (137a) and (141) to obtain that it satisfies (32). To conclude, it now remains to show that on the enhanced BC R Y (R Z ), R Z ∈ C enh \∂C enh holds for all R Z ∈ [R * Z ,p). Let U ∼ Ber(1/2) be a binary random variable, and set 1 − p 2 (u) 2 = p X 2 ,Y |U (0, 0|0) = p X 2 ,Y |U (1, 2|1) (161a) 1 − p 2 (u) 2 = p X 2 ,Y |U (0, 1|0) = p X 2 ,Y |U (1, 1|1) (161b) p 2 (u) = p X 2 ,Y |U (1, 1|0) = p X 2 ,Y |U (0, 1|1) (161c) (1 − ) p 2 (u) = p X 2 ,Y |U (1, 2|0) = p X 2 ,Y |U (0, 0|1), (161d) where and p 2 (u) take values in the set [0, 1]. If = 0 and p 2 (u) ∈ 0, 1/(1 + 2 1/ p ) , then, under the above PMF p(u, x 2 , y), (5) and (25) both evaluate to (154). Note that
does not depend on , but that I (X; Y, Z |U ) does. Define
and note that it satisfiess
In particular, this implies that there exists some > 0 so that f , p 2 (u) > f 0, p 2 (u) . Since the capacity region of the enhanced BC contains every rate-pair (R Y ,R Z ) that for some > 0 satisfiesR
this proves our claim that for all
Remark 25: To prove that feedback can increase the capacity region of the SD-BC without MSI, we used Proposition 16 with the choice V = U . This raises the question whether choosing V = U can help. It turns out that it can. To see this extend the SD-BC of Example 18 by a parallel channel of capacity larger than log 3, and assume that Receiver Z additionally observes the output of this parallel channel. (E.g., assume that, in addition to Z , Receiver Z noiselessly observes an input X 3 , which can assume 4 different values.) For the constructed SD-BC, it is easy to see that a rate-tuple satisfying (5) for some PMF of the form (6) is a boundary point of C only if the auxiliary random variable U comprises a capacityachieving input to the parallel channel. (E.g., if Receiver Z observes the pair (Z , X 3 ), then X 3 must have a uniform prior and be deterministic given U .) But this implies that I (U ; Y ) ≤ log 3 < I (U ; Z ). Hence, we cannot invoke Proposition 16 with the choice V = U to show that feedback can increase the capacity region. However, we can invoke Proposition 16 with the following choice of V : choose V to be the random variable that we obtain when we discard the input to the parallel channel from U .
APPENDIX H PROOF OF THEOREM 19
To prove the theorem, we show that every rate-tuple in the feedback capacity region of the SD-BC with F-MSI at the stochastic receiver Z satisfies (9) (with R = 0) for some PMF of the form (10) . Let Q ∼ Unif[1 : n] be independent of (M Y , M Z ), and introduce (X, Y, Z ) = (X Q , Y Q , Z Q ).
The rate of message M Y satisfies 
where (a) follows form Fano's inequality; (b) holds because of the chain-rule, and because M Y and M Z are independent; and (c) holds because conditioning cannot increase entropy, and because Z , X, and (M Y , M Z , Z Q−1 , Q) form a Markov chain in that order. We next establish the sum-rate constraint. To this end we first note that if the probability of a decoding error is small, then-with high probability-M Y and M where (a) holds because of the chain-rule, and because Y is a function of X; (b) holds because S is computable from Z ; (c) follows from the chain-rule and the independence of S and (U, X); (d) follows from (35); (e) holds because Y is a function of X, and because of the chain-rule; ( f ) follows from the chain-rule; and (g) holds because Y = y implies that X ∈ X y , and because the uniform distribution maximizes entropy.
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